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Abstract: The timing regimes of precipitation can exert profound impacts on grassland ecosystems.
However, it is still unclear how the peak aboveground biomass (AGBpeak) of alpine grasslands
responds to the temporal variability of growing season precipitation (GSP) on the northern Tibetan
Plateau. Here, the temporal variability of precipitation was defined as the number and intensity
of precipitation events as well as the time interval between consecutive precipitation events.
We conducted annual field measurements of AGBpeak between 2009 and 2016 at four sites that
were representative of alpine meadow, meadow-steppe, alpine steppe, and desert-steppe. Thus,
an empirical model was established with the time series of the field-measured AGBpeak and the
corresponding enhanced vegetation index (EVI) (R2 = 0.78), which was used to estimate grassland
AGBpeak at the regional scale. The relative importance of the three indices of the temporal variability
of precipitation, events, intensity, and time interval on grassland AGBpeak was quantified by principal
component regression and shown in a red–green–blue (RGB) composition map. The standardized
importance values were used to calculate the vegetation sensitivity index to the temporal variability
of precipitation (VSIP). Our results showed that the standardized VSIP was larger than 60 for only
15% of alpine grassland pixels and that AGBpeak did not change significantly for more than 60% of
alpine grassland pixels over the past decades, which was likely due to the nonsignificant changes in
the temporal variability of precipitation in most pixels. However, a U-shaped relationship was found
between VSIP and GSP across the four representative grassland types, indicating that the sensitivity of
grassland AGBpeak to precipitation was dependent on the types of grassland communities. Moreover,
we found that the temporal variability of precipitation explained more of the field-measured AGBpeak
variance than did the total amount of precipitation alone at the site scale, which implies that the
mechanisms underlying how the temporal variability of precipitation controls the AGBpeak of alpine
grasslands should be better understood at the local scale. We hypothesize that alpine grassland
plants promptly respond to the temporal variability of precipitation to keep community biomass
production more stable over time, but this conclusion should be further tested. Finally, we call for
a long-term experimental study that includes multiple natural and anthropogenic factors together,
such as warming, nitrogen deposition, and grazing and fencing, to better understand the mechanisms
of alpine grassland stability on the Tibetan Plateau.
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1. Introduction
Our planet has experienced drastic global climate change, with accelerating warming and shifting
precipitation regimes, in past decades [1–3]. Climate change affects ecosystem services and functions
by altering vegetation phenology, plant community composition, and biogeochemical cycles [4–6].
For example, semiarid grasslands in East Africa are threatened in the context of increasing climate
variability and climate extremes, especially in terms of ecosystem productivity and stability [7].
Therefore, for sustainable development, it is crucial to assess how ecosystems respond to climate
change [8–10].
In dry regions worldwide, grasslands are essential for maintaining the livelihoods of humans
and wildlife [8]. Precipitation is the primary factor regulating the community structure and ecosystem
functions of grasslands in such areas, as documented by in situ experiments of manipulated
precipitation [11–13], long-term field observations [7,14,15], and large-scale ecological modelling
studies [9,16,17]. Precipitation extremes are predicted to occur more frequently with global warming [1,18].
Therefore, it is urgent to clarify the sensitivity of grasslands to the temporal variability of precipitation
at different spatial scales [10,17,19].
Previous studies have shown that grassland productivity (or peak aboveground biomass,
AGBpeak) is linearly correlated with mean annual precipitation in temperate grasslands [13,20] because
the interannual variability of precipitation can significantly affect the community composition [21,22].
However, such a linear correlation between productivity and precipitation is not universal across
biomes and is even non-significant in some water-limited grasslands [23,24]. In previous studies,
the varying shape of the productivity–precipitation relationship was attributed to the temporal
distribution of precipitation [18,25,26] because soil moisture and nutrient availability match well
with the temporal variability of precipitation [12,18–20,27].
Generally, the temporal variability of precipitation can be as crucial as the total amount of
precipitation in terms of regulating ecological processes in temperate grasslands. Mongolian temperate
grasslands are, however, more sensitive to the timing of precipitation rather than to the number of
manipulated precipitation events [28]. Decreased precipitation can reduce the rates of ecosystem
CO2 and water exchange in semiarid temperate grasslands [5,29]. Extended time intervals between
precipitation events can also decrease grassland productivity even if the amount of precipitation
remains the same [12]. A stronger precipitation event after a drought event can prompt plants to
regrow due to the improvements in soil water and nutrient availability [16,30]. In addition, the intensity
of precipitation events can also affect grassland production through altered rates of denitrification
and nitrification [31]. However, little is known about the importance of the number and intensity of
precipitation events as well as the time interval between precipitation events on alpine grasslands.
Alpine grasslands on the Tibetan Plateau are sensitive and vulnerable to climate change
and human disturbances [32–34]. Precipitation is more critical than temperature in driving the
spatiotemporal dynamics of alpine grasslands on the Tibetan Plateau [35–37]. For example, Fu, et al. [38]
found that increased precipitation contributed more than experimental warming to the variance of
aboveground productivity in the alpine meadows of the central Tibetan Plateau. Due to the high
altitudes and low temperatures, the plant growing season is rather short, and herbaceous plants on
the Tibetan Plateau can grow only from May to September [34,39]. Moreover, Li, et al. [40] found that
alpine herbaceous plants can sense the arrival of monsoon-season precipitation and become ready
beforehand for leaf unfolding. This phenomenon might be evidence of why the temporal variability of
precipitation is essential for understanding the phenology dynamics of Tibetan grasslands [34,41,42].
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Several studies have tried to decompose and assess the sensitivity of vegetation productivity to
changes in key climate variables. At the global scale, Seddon, et al. [9] disentangled the sensitivity
of global terrestrial ecosystems to the inter-annual variabilities of temperature, precipitation, and
cloud cover, and this study used the time series of the enhanced vegetation index (EVI) as the
response variable. At the regional scale, Yao, et al. [37] decomposed the proportional contributions of
temperature, precipitation, and radiation and found that precipitation was the primary contributor
to the dynamics of grassland productivity in Tibet. However, neither study addressed the relative
importance of the temporal variability of precipitation events on alpine grassland sensitivity on
the Tibetan Plateau. To fill these knowledge gaps, in this study, we primarily aimed to explore the
sensitivity of AGBpeak of alpine grasslands on the Tibetan Plateau in repose to the temporal variability
of precipitation during the plant growing season, including the number, intensity, and time intervals
of precipitation events.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area
The study region locates in the northern Tibetan Plateau and covers approximately 600,000 km2
of land in total. Alpine grasslands in this region account for more than 50% of the total land area of
the Tibetan Autonomous Region, China [43]. The northern Tibetan Plateau is also named ‘Changtang’
by local herdsmen, which is one of the most important and traditional nomadic areas in Tibet [44].
The ‘Changtang National Nature Reserve’, the largest national nature reserve in China for Tibetan
antelope conservation, covers approximately 300,000 km2 of land in the center of the northern Tibetan
Plateau [45]. The northern Tibetan Plateau is the most sparsely populated region in China, and the
average population density is approximately 0.2 persons per square kilometer [43]. All the natural and
social regimes mentioned above make the northern Tibetan Plateau an ideal region for research on the
vegetation–climate relationship.
The climate of the northern Tibetan Plateau is characterized by an increasing mean annual
temperature (MAT) and a decreasing mean annual precipitation (MAP) from east to west (Figure 1b,c).
The spatial distribution of the zonal alpine grassland types closely follows such climatic patterns [32,46]:
alpine meadows dominated by Kobresia pygmaea are mainly found in the humid southeast areas, with
MAPs higher than 400 mm and MATs warmer than −2 ◦C; alpine meadow steppes co-dominated
by K. pygmaea and Stipa capillacea occur in central southern Changtang, with MAPs between 300
and 500 mm and MATs between −4 and 2 ◦C; alpine steppe dominated by the S. capillacea widely
distributed grassland type in the semi-arid central and western areas, with MAPs between 100 and
400 mm and MATs warmer than −6 ◦C; and desert-steppes co-dominated by S. purpurea and S. glareosa
scattered in the warm, arid western areas, with MAPs less than 200 mm and MATs above 0 ◦C, and
with MATs colder than −4 ◦C and MAPs between 100 and 200 mm in the cold arid northern areas
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Vegetation and climate on the northern Tibetan Plateau. Panel (a), alpine grassland types; 
Panel (b), mean annual temperature (MAT) of 1979‒2008; Panel (c), mean annual precipitation (MAP) 
of 1979‒2008. The four sites shown with white stars, were chosen in Damxung, Nagqu, Bangoin, and 
Gê'gyai, which represent for meadow-steppe, alpine meadow, alpine steppe, and desert-steppe, 
respectively, for a long-term research plan. The long-term AGBpeak dataset measured from 2009 to 
2016 at the four sites were used to build a model to estimate AGBpeak at the regional scale. Two more 
independent datasets of short-term AGBpeak measured by Sun [47] (red circles) and Wu et al. [48] 
(green circles) were used to validated the best-fitted model. 
2.2. In Situ Long-Term AGBpeak Measurements 
Herbaceous plants on the northern Tibetan Plateau start to sprout in early May, peak at their 
maximum coverage and aboveground biomass in the middle of August and senesce in early 
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2.2. In Situ Long-Term AGBpeak Measurements
Herbaceous plants on the northern Tibetan Plateau start to sprout in early May, peak at
their maximum coverage and aboveground biomass in the middle of August and senesce in early
September [49]. Therefore, the AGBpeak sampled in August was always used as a proxy of the
aboveground net primary productivity in recent studies [34,39]. In this study, we conducted annual
aboveground biomass harvests in August from 2009 to 2016 at the four representative sites (Figure 1a),
which were located in Damxung, Nagqu, Bangoin, and Gê’gyai counties, respectively, to represent for
the zonal grassland types of meadow-steppe, alpine meadow, alpine steppe, and desert-steppe, for a
long-term research plan (Table 1).
Table 1. Location, climate, and vegetation information for each sampling site. MAT, mean annual
temperature; MAP, mean annual precipitation; AGBpeak, peak aboveground biomass.
County
Name
Grassland Type Longitude Latitude Altitude MAT MAP
AGBpeak Mean (Range)
(◦E) (◦N) (m) (◦C) (mm) (g/m2)
Nagqu Alpine meadow 92.01 31.64 4601 0.19 539.07 121.04 (91.25–160.01)
Damxung Meadow-steppe 91.07 30.50 4361 3.74 468.01 58.94 (39.55–89.43)
Bangoin Alpine steppe 90.31 31.39 4632 0.16 426.03 48.71 (22.28–78.48)
Gê’gyai Desert-steppe 82.91 32.38 4461 2.50 147.52 13.00 (6.64–19.26)
At each site, we built a permanent plot of 1000 × 1000 m in spring 2009 within a flat area where
vegetation and soil were relatively homogeneous. During field surveys, five random 1 × 1 m quadrats
were arranged at least 50–200 m intervals from each other in such a permanent plot to match the
spatial resolution of the remote sensing data as much as possible. Because of the sparse population
and irregular settlements on the northern Tibetan Plateau [43], it is hard to estimate the spatial grazing
rates accurately at a pixel scale across such a vast area. Therefore, in the following step, AGBpeak at the
regional scale was estimated by an empirical model that was built based on field measurements and
the remote sensing data from 2009 to 2016 at the four fenced reprehensive sites.
2.3. AGBpeak Estimation at the Regional Scale
To estimate to estimate AGBpeak for the whole study area from 2000 to 2016, we derived the
enhanced vegetation index (EVI) data from the sixth version of the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) product (MOD09A1), which was available from the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration Agency (http://daac.gsfc.nasa.gov/). The EVI data were with a temporal
resolution of eight days and a spatial resolution of 500 m × 500 m. Prior to data analysis, we first
used the TIMESAT to smooth and reconstruct the time series EVI, which allows to exclude the effects
of cloud, snow and ice contamination and also helps to identify the starting and ending dates of the
plant growing season (i.e., from May to September) [50] (see Figure S1 for the smoothed long-term EVI
data at the alpine meadow (Nagqu) site). Then, we resampled the EVI data to a spatial resolution of
1 × 1 km using the nearest neighbor interpolation method [51].
We calculated the average EVI during the plant growing season from May to September (GEVI)
and extracted the peak EVI value (EVIpeak). We also calculated the average EVI before reaching the
peak value (EVIbeforepeak). Thus, we built 12 candidate models between in situ measured AGBpeak
and the corresponding GEVI, EVIpeak, and EVIbeforepeak for regional AGBpeak estimation (see details in
Table S1 and Figure S2 for model comparison). Finally, the linear relationship between AGBpeak and
GEVI, AGBpeak =−21.3 + 545.2× GEVI (R2 = 0.78, p < 0.001), was confirmed to be the best-fitted model.
To validate its applicability to such a vast area and across grassland types, we collected two
independent datasets of AGBpeak measured by Sun [47] and Wu, et al. [48] in the same study area
(Figure 1a). We compared the simulated AGBpeak values with their field measurements and calculated
the root mean square error (RMSE) between the simulated and observed AGBpeak. Finally, we found
that the RMSE values were small, i.e., 13.35 for the data from Sun [47], 9.40 for Wu et al. [48], and 12.15
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for their data mixed together (Figure 2), which indicated that the best-fitted linear model can be applied
to AGBpeak estimation across the entire study area even though some uncertainties remain. Similar
studies that used an empirical model between remote sensing vegetation index and field measured
biomass at the local scale to broader spatial scales can also be found on the Tibetan Plateau and other
grassland regions of the world [52–56].
Figure 2. Validation of the best-fitted linear AGBpeak-GEVI model by comparing the observed AGBpeak
from (a) Sun [47], (b) Wu, et al. [48], and (c) both of them (see Figure 1 for site locations) with the
simulated AGBpeak values. The coefficients of determination (R2) and the significance level (p values)
of the linear relationships between the observed and simulated AGBpeak were given. The root mean
square error (RMSE) and the 1:1 line (dashed ones) were also given to show the standard deviation of
the simulated values from the observed ones.
2.4. Temporal Variability of Growing Season Precipitation
To determine the temporal variability of growing season precipitation, we downloaded the daily
precipitation records from the China Meteorological Data Service Center (http://data.cma.cn/en) [57].
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The precipitation observations from 200 meteorological stations, with long-term (17 years) records
within the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau, were used for spatial interpolation based on the method described
in Chen, et al. [58]. To match the remote sensing GEVI data, we first recalculated the daily precipitation
records at the same temporal resolution of eight days. Next, we interpolated the precipitation data
into raster surfaces at a 1 × 1 km resolution using ANUSPLIN 4.3 [59], which allows to include
covariate variables to improve the interpolation accuracy. Here, we selected elevation as the covariate
variable and finally found that the interpolated precipitation data matched well with the rainfall
records (Figure 3) automatically logged by HOBO weather stations (Onset Computer Corporation),
which were set up in spring 2009 at the four representative sites. According to the smoothed annual
EVI datasets, plants generally grow from the 16th 8-day period to the 34th 8-day period across the
northern Tibetan Plateau. Therefore, the total amount of precipitation during the 16th–34th 8-day
period was summed as the yearly growing season precipitation (GSP).
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Figure 3. Comparison between the interpolated and observed precipitation data. The linear relationship
between the observed and simulated precipitation were given with the coefficients of determination
(R2) and the significance level (p values). The shade of the solid line represented the 95% confidence
intervals. The root mean square error (RMSE) and the 1:1 line (dashed ones) were also given to show
the standard deviation of the simulated values from the observed ones.
To quantify the effects of the temporal variability of precipitation, we defined a single precipitation
event when the amount of rainfall was more than 2 mm at the pixel scale within each 8-day period. This
method allowed us to count how many precipitation events occurred during the plant growing season.
The total precipitation amount per event was defined as the precipitation intensity, and the time gap
between each set of consecutive events was nominated as the time interval. Finally, the number,
intensity, and interval of precipitation events were used to quantify the temporal variability of
precipitation during the plant growing seasons of 2000–2016. The variations of GSP and its temporal
variability across the northern Tibetan Plateau during the study period (2000–2016) were shown in
(Table 2).
Table 2. Variability of growing season precipitation (GSP), intensity of precipitation events (Intensity),
number of precipitation events (Events), the time interval between each set of consecutive events
(Interval) of 2000–2016 on the northern Tibetan Plateau.
Variability GSP (mm) Intensity (mm per event) Events (n) Interval (n× 8-day)
Mean 245 15.7 15.2 1.4
Minimum 54.6 7.3 5.2 0.1
Maximum 630 33.5 18.9 4
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2.5. Relationship between AGBpeak and GSP as well as Its Temporal Variability
First, we examined the relationship of AGBpeak with GSP and its temporal variability at the site
level. We observed that AGBpeak exponentially increased with the total precipitation amount, the
total number and the intensity of precipitation events during the plant growing season (Figure 4a–c)
and exponentially decreased with the time interval between precipitation events (Figure 4d). Then,
we conducted Pearson correlation analysis to investigate the relationships between AGBpeak and GSP
as well as its temporal variability at the pixel scale across the entire northern Tibetan Plateau [60,61].
In this step, pixels were categorized into three groups—significantly positive, significantly negative,
and insignificant correlations at α = 0.1 level for each alpine grassland type on the northern Tibetan
Plateau (see Table S2 for summary and Figure 5 for the spatial pattern below in the Result section).Remote Sens. 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  8 of 21 
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Figure 4. Relationships of peak aboveground biomass (AGBpeak) with (a) the total amount of growing
season precipitation (GSP), (b) the number of precipitation events (Events), (c) the intensity of
precipitation events (Intensity), and (d) the time interval between precipitation events (Interval) during
the plant growing period at the four zonal sites, alpine meadow, meadow-steppe, alpine steppe, and
desert-steppe on the northern Tibetan Plateau (see Figure 1 for site locations).
2.6. Sensitivity of Grassland AGBpeak to the Temporal Variability of Precipitation
In this study, we paid much closer attention to the sensitivity of alpine grassland AGBpeak in
response to the temporal variability of precipitation during plant growth season, the number and
intensity of precipitation events as well as to the time intervals between each set of consecutive
events. Seddon et al. [9] developed a set of useful algorithms to decompose the sensitivity of the
normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) to temperature, precipitation, and radiation for global
terrestrial ecosystems, and they showed the relative importance of the three climatic factors using
a red–green–blue (RGB) composition map. First, we transformed the time series of AGBpeak and
three indices of precipitation variability to z-score anomalies using the variable’s mean and standard
deviation for further analyses.
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Then, we used principal component regression (PCR) to identify the relative importance of each
facet of the temporal variability of GSP in driving the annual variations in the estimated AGBpeak
for each pixel. The loading score of each facet was multiplied by the PCR coefficients and summed
to calculate its relative importance. The absolute mean values of the variable-transformed PCR
coefficients are shown in an RGB composition map as in Seddon, et al. [9] and Yao, et al. [37] for the
spatial pattern of the relative weights of the temporal variability of precipitation events, intensity, and
intervals (noted as Wevents, Wintensity, Winterval, respectively, hereafter). The weights were also rescaled
between zero and one before calculating the vegetation sensitivity index in response to the temporal
variability of precipitation (VSIP).Remote Sens. 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  10 of 21 
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Next, the residuals of the exponential models fitted to the mean-variance relationships between
the AGBpeak and three timing variability indices of precipitation events, intensity, and intervals (noted
as RAGBpeak, Revents, Rintensity, and Rinterval, respectively) were used to calculate the sensitivity metrics.
We also standardized the residuals between 0 and 100 for each variable. Finally, the ratios of residuals
of AGBp ak and each index of the temporal variability of precipitation were log10-transformed to
calculate the sensitivity metrics (Si).
Si = log ((R∗AGBpeak + 1)/(R
∗






where R*AGBpeak represents the standardized residuals of AGBpeak and R*i represents the standardized
residuals of precipitation events, intensity, and intervals, respectively. In this study, VSIP was the
sum of the sensitivity metrics (Si) weighted by the corresponding relative weight (Wi) of each index
of the t mporal variability of precipitation. A higher VSIP value at the pixel scale indicates whe
alpine grassland AGBpeak is more sensitive to the emporal variability of precipitati n during the
plant growing s ason. The relative contributio s of precipitation events, intensity, and time i terval to
differen lev ls of VSIP were summarized in Table S3.
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2.7. Mapping the Temporal Trends in Estimated AGBpeak and Precipitation Variability
To examine if AGBpeak kept in step with temporal changes of precipitation at the pixel scale,
we compared the trend of AGBpeak with that of each index of the temporal variability of precipitation.
We first calculated the z-scores, which are the number of standard deviations (stdev) from the mean,
for each variable at the pixel scale. Then, we applied the Theil–Sen slope analysis at the pixel scale,
which is a non-parametric median-based method not subjected to linear regression assumptions [26,62].
In a similar study on land degradation in North Africa, Mariano et al. [26] defined the pixels with the
Theil–Sen slopes of the leaf area index (LAI) outside the range of one standard deviation around the
mean as significant decreasing or increasing trends.
For the alpine grasslands on the northern Tibetan Plateau, however, we can capture the most
extreme trends with this threshold. Therefore, we redefined the Theil–Sen slope values beyond the
range of mean± stdev and considered significant trends. Otherwise, the values within the range of one
standard deviation around the mean were considered stable without increasing or decreasing trends.
In the following step, the Mann–Kendall (MK) non-parametric test was used to examine whether the
slope was significant at the pixel scale. The MK test outputs z-statistics and p values, and it considers
an increasing trend as a z value higher than 1.96 and a decreasing trend with a z value lower than
−1.96, with a significance level of α = 0.05 [26,63].
Finally, we categorized the variations of each variable into five classes, showing significant
increasing, insignificant increasing, significant decreasing, and insignificant decreasing trends as well
as stability over time at the pixel scale.
All data analyses were performed in R 3.3.3 [64]. Maps were generated using ArcGIS 10.2
(Environmental Systems Research Institute, ESRI).
3. Results
3.1. Correlations of Alpine Grassland AGBpeak with Growing Season Precipitation
Alpine grassland AGBpeak showed different spatial patterns of correlations with the temporal
variability of precipitation over the entire study area (Figure 5). Specifically, AGBpeak showed
significant correlations with the total precipitation amount during the plant growing season, which
was negative for 11.14% and positive for 7.93% of the pixels (Figure 5a). AGBpeak was significantly
correlated with the total number of precipitation events, with a positive correlation for 13.52% of the
pixels and a negative correlation for 4.77% of the pixels (Figure 5b). The correlation between AGBpeak
and the intensity of precipitation events was significantly positive only for 3.90% and negative for
12.02% of the pixels (Figure 5c). The correlation between AGBpeak and the time interval between
precipitation events was found to be positive for only 2.97% of the pixels and negative for 7.95% of the
pixels (Figure 5d) at the α = 0.1 level.
AGBpeak also showed different correlations with each of the three indices of the temporal
variability of precipitation among and within alpine grassland types (Table S2). At the vegetation
type level, significant correlations were observed between AGBpeak and total precipitation amount,
positively or negatively at the α = 0.1 level, for only 25.89% of alpine meadow, followed by 24.12% of
alpine meadow-steppe, 15.47% of alpine steppe, and 13.81% of desert steppe at the pixel scale (Table
S2). The correlation between the AGBpeak and intensity of precipitation events was significant for a
larger number of pixels in alpine meadow (24.79%) than in the three other grassland types (17.46% in
meadow-steppe, 11.85% in alpine steppe, and 13.09% in desert-steppe). Moreover, at each grassland
type, AGBpeak showed different correlations with these three indices of the temporal variability of
precipitation. For example, AGBpeak of alpine steppe was found to be positively correlated with
precipitation events in 17.39% of pixels, negatively with precipitation event intensity in 9.11% of pixels,
and negatively with precipitation time interval in 9.14% of pixels (Table S2).
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3.2. Sensitivity of Alpine Grassland AGBpeak to the Temporal Variability of Precipitation
The standardized VSIP showed a clear spatial pattern on the northern Tibetan Plateau (Figure 6a)
but also indicated that alpine grasslands were not highly sensitive as was expected to the temporal
variability of precipitation in this region. Alpine grasslands with VSIP > 80 accounted for only 2.64%
of deserts steppe and 10.58% of alpine meadow, respectively. For 32.85% of the pixels over the entire
northern Tibetan Plateau, AGBpeak was moderately sensitive (40 < VSIP < 60) to the temporal variability
of precipitation. For 59.03% of alpine steppe and 63.04% of alpine meadow steppe pixels, AGBpeak was
less sensitive (20 < VSIP < 40) to the temporal variability of precipitation. However, at more than 70%
of alpine meadow and 65% of desert steppe pixels, AGBpeak was moderately sensitive (40 < VSIP < 60)
or highly sensitive (VSIP > 60) to the temporal variability of precipitation (Figure 6a and Table 3). At
the pixel scale, alpine meadow and meadow-steppe in the south-eastern areas were more sensitive
to the number of precipitation events and the time interval between precipitation events than to the
intensity of precipitation events (Figure 6b). In contrast, alpine steppes in the central areas were
more sensitive to the intensity of precipitation events than they were to the other two indices during
the plant growing seasons (Figure 6b). Desert steppes in the western and north-western areas were
found to be more sensitive to the number of precipitation events and to the time interval between
precipitation events (Figure 6b).Remote Sens. 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  11 of 21 
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Table 3. Pixel percentage (%) at five different levels of the standardized vegetation sensitive index to
precipitation (VSIP) within each alpine grassland type on the northern Tibetan Plateau.
Grassland Type
Standardized VSIP Level
0–20 20–40 40–60 60–80 80–100
Alpine meadow 5.66 23.44 36.38 23.94 10.58
Meadow-steppe 11.94 63.04 23.97 1.05 0.00
Alpine steppe 9.59 59.03 27.26 3.67 0.46
Desert-steppe 2.69 29.87 48.93 15.87 2.64
Overall 7.50 44.69 32.85 11.28 3.68
Our evidence from field measurements also showed that the three indices of the temporal
variability of precipitation explained more variance in plant community AGBpeak than did the total
amount of precipitation alone (Figure 7a). The proportions of AGBpeak variance explained by the
temporal variability of precipitation in alpine meadow and meadow-steppe sites, respectively, were
4.8 and 1.4 times greater than the proportions of AGBpeak variance explained by the total precipitation
amount alone. At the alpine steppe site, the three indices of the temporal variability of precipitation
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explained 16% as much of the AGBpeak variance compared to the total precipitation amount alone.
At the desert steppe site, the three indices explained 7% more of the AGBpeak variance than did the
total precipitation amount alone.Remote Sens. 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  12 of 21 
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Figure 7. Relative contribution of the number and intensity of precipitation events and the time
interval between precipitation events to the vegetation sensitivity index of alpine grassland on the
northern Tibetan Plateau. (a) The variance in peak aboveground biomass (AGBpeak) explained at the
four observation sites. (b) The relationship between the vegetation sensitivity index and growing
season precipitation. (c) The standardized weights of the number of precipitation events, intensity of
precipitation events, and time interval between precipitation events for alpine meadow (AM), alpine
meadow-steppe (AMS), alpine steppe (AS), and desert-steppe (DS), respectively.
We found a U-shaped response between the vegetation sensitivity index and the total growing
season precipitation across alpine grassland types (Figure 7b). This response indicates that alpine
meadow steppes and steppes might be le s sen itive to the tot l precipitation amount tha are alpine
m adows and desert stepp s. The r s lts of standardized weight medians disentangled that alpine
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grasslands in this region were most sensitive to the number of precipitation events, moderately
sensitive to the time intervals between consecutive precipitation events, and least sensitive to the
intensity of precipitation events (Figure 7c and Table S3). However, the standardized weights of the
three indices did not change across the different levels of the vegetation-sensitivity index for each
grassland type (Table S3).
3.3. Trend Analyses of Alpine Grassland AGBpeak and Growing Season Precipitation
Approximately 61.6% of alpine grasslands showed no changing AGBpeak trends during the study
period on the northern Tibetan Plateau (Table 4), which were mainly distributed in the northern areas
(Figure 8a). In contrast, the alpine grasslands with a significantly decreasing AGBpeak trend accounted
for only 5.5% of the pixels, and these pixels were scattered in the southern and south-eastern areas
(Figure 8a). The pixels with significant AGBpeak trends, both increasing and decreasing, consisted of
13.13% alpine meadow, 15.91% alpine meadow-steppe, 22.16% alpine steppe, and 28.81% desert steppe
(Table 4).
Table 4. Percentage of pixels showing different trends in the peak aboveground biomass (AGBpeak),
growing season precipitation (GSP), number of precipitation events (Events), mean intensity of
precipitation events (Intensity), and time interval between precipitation events (Intervals), either
significantly or non-significantly at α= 0.05 significance level within each type of alpine grasslands on
the northern Tibetan Plateau.
Grassland Type Trend of AGBpeak AGBpeak GSP Events Intensity Interval
Alpine meadow
significant increasing 3.64 0.00 0.00 1.81 2.30
insignificant increasing 7.56 0.16 0.01 2.37 2.43
significant decreasing 9.49 0.86 22.11 0.00 0.00
insignificant decreasing 12.71 88.35 2.22 29.19 0.17
being stable 66.59 10.63 75.67 66.63 95.11
Meadow-steppe
significant increasing 4.84 0.00 0.00 0.42 0.03
insignificant increasing 6.61 0.69 29.09 0.91 1.26
significant decreasing 11.07 0.00 9.22 0.00 0.00
insignificant decreasing 12.56 0.69 19.87 8.55 2.19
being stable 64.92 98.63 41.83 90.13 96.51
Alpine steppe
significant increasing 18.58 0.00 0.00 14.30 1.51
insignificant increasing 12.31 4.10 0.01 17.50 20.84
significant decreasing 3.48 0.00 3.93 0.00 0.00
insignificant decreasing 5.21 44.79 54.68 4.88 2.75
being stable 60.43 51.11 41.39 63.32 74.90
Desert-steppe
significant increasing 27.42 0.00 0.00 12.26 0.98
insignificant increasing 14.91 9.83 0.12 20.89 23.03
significant decreasing 1.39 0.00 0.97 0.00 0.00
insignificant decreasing 2.10 28.21 38.86 3.18 1.29
being stable 54.18 61.95 60.05 63.67 74.71
Overall
significant increasing 14.57 0.00 0.00 9.53 2.07
insignificant increasing 10.86 3.47 4.42 12.46 13.95
significant decreasing 5.50 0.20 8.50 0.00 0.00
insignificant decreasing 7.44 48.15 35.72 10.86 1.90
being stable 61.64 48.17 51.36 67.16 82.08
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Regarding the total amount of precipitation during the plant growing season, we did not find
any significantly increasing trends at the pixel scale (Figure 8b and Table 4). The pixels showing
an insignificant decreasing trend and stability over our study period together accounted for more
than 96% of the alpine grasslands of the study area. Only 0.2% of pixels in either alpine meadows or
alpine meadow steppes showed significant decreases in the total amount of precipitation during plant
growing months in 2000–2016. Increasing but insignificant trends in the total amount of precipitation
were found in 4.10% of alpine steppes and 9.83% of desert steppes in the north-western areas.
The number of precipitation events within plant growing months did not show evident changes
in more than 50% of alpine grasslands in this region during 2000–20016 (Figure 8c and Table 4).
Significant decreases were observed at only 8.50% of alpine grasslands, which consisted of 22.11%
alpine meadows, 9.22% alpi e me dow st pp s, nd 3.93% alpine stepp s. Insig ific nt decr asing
trends i the number of precipitation events were found in 38.86% of desert ste p s.
From 2000 to 2016, the pixels where the intensity of precipitation events during the plant growing
season showed insignificant trends accounted for more than 67% of alpine grasslands over the
entire northern Tibetan Plateau (Figure 8d and Table 4). We did not observe significant decreasing
trends in the intensity of precipitation vents at either the grassland type level or the regional scale.
Non-significant increases and decreases in the intensity of precipitation events were found in 12.46%
and 10.86% of alpine grasslands, respectively, across the entire northern Tibetan Plateau. At the
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grassland type level, significant increases in the intensity of precipitation events were found in only
14.30% of alpine steppes and 12.26% of desert steppes in the north-western areas.
4. Discussion
As known, alpine grasslands on the Tibetan Plateau are sensitivity to climate changes, especially
to precipitation changes over years and across space [34,37]. However, it is still not clear how alpine
grassland productivity would respond to the temporal variability of precipitation. In this study,
we first documented the manners in which alpine grassland AGBpeak in response to the amount
and temporal variability of plant growing season precipitation. Next, we assessed and mapped the
relative importance of the temporal variability of precipitation, in terms of the number and intensity of
precipitation events as well as the time interval between each set of consecutive events, on AGBpeak of
alpine grasslands at both local (site-level) and regional (across-pixel) scales on the northern Tibetan
Plateau. Finally, we examined if the trend of AGBpeak kept in consistent with the trends of the three
indices of temporal variability of precipitation at the pixel scale during the study period from 2000 to
2016. The potential mechanisms and the uncertainties were discussed below.
First, our finding of AGBpeak increasing with precipitation (Figure 4a) was in good agreement
with previous studies on the Tibetan Plateau [65–68] and Eurasian temperate grasslands [15,25].
A critical step we went further in this study was that we examined relationship of AGBpeak with the
temporal variability of precipitation. For example, we found that AGBpeak increased with both the
intensity and number of precipitation events while decreased with the extending time gap between
consecutive precipitation events (Figure 4c,d). The proportions of variance of AGBpeak explained
with bi-variate regressions (Figure 4) with the three indices of the temporal variability of precipitation
alone (53% by intensity, 46% by events, and 56% by interval) were comparable to that explained
by the total amount of precipitation during the plant growing season (55% by GSP). However, the
principal component regression (PCR) results showed that the variance of AGBpeak explained by the
total amount of the growing season precipitation alone was less than that explained by the grouped
temporal variability of precipitation in terms of the number and intensity of precipitation events as well
as the time interval between precipitation events, particularly in the alpine meadow zone (Figure 7a).
This finding confirmed that the intra-seasonal precipitation patterns are more important for the growth
of alpine grassland plants on the northern Tibetan Plateau, being consistent with previous studies
in African [7,69], North American [5,27,70], and Eurasian temperate grasslands [71,72]. For example,
a short-term manipulation of precipitation in Mongolian steppe showed that vegetation influenced
more by timing than amount of precipitation [28].
Second, we found that the sensitivity of AGBpeak in response to the temporal variability of
precipitation differed significantly among the four different zonal alpine grassland types (Figure 7b).
Particularly, we found that alpine meadow and desert-steppe were relatively more sensitive than
meadow-steppe and alpine steppe in response to the timing variability of precipitation (Figure 7b).
These findings of humid alpine meadow being with higher sensitivity to the temporal variability of
precipitation than semi-humid meadow-steppe and semi-arid alpine steppe were partly consistent
with Byrne et al. [73] who found semi-arid grassland community was less sensitive to precipitation
manipulations than sub-humid grassland community. The first reason can be the trends of temporal
variability of precipitation during the corresponding period. Thus, the relatively lower sensitivity of
semi-humid meadow-steppe and semi-arid alpine steppe was likely due to the less changes in the
temporal variability of precipitation during the study years in the central northern Tibetan Plateau
(Figure 8c–e). In addition, the finding that arid desert-steppe was also more sensitive than semi-arid
alpine steppe and semi-humid meadow-steppe was likely due to the relative evident changes in
the intensity, event, and time interval of precipitation in the desert steppe zone in the past years
(Figure 8c–e), especially the increased precipitation event intensity (Figure 8d). Li, et al. [40] found
that alpine herbaceous plants can sense the arrival of monsoon-season precipitation and become ready
beforehand for leaf unfolding.
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Therefore, another explanation for the contrasting sensitivity among different alpine grassland
types can be the differences of community assembly of plant functional groups and traits as pointed
out by Gellesch et al. [74] that plant community composition is a crucial factor in sustaining
ecosystem health under precipitation extremes. That is because the dominant species can respond
to the altered temporal regimes of precipitation differently between humid and semi-arid grassland
communities [70,71,73]. In a previous study, Wu, et al. [67] scored species according to their
water-related ecological strategies—i.e., 1-xerophytes, 2-mesophytes, 3-hygrophytes—and found that
community composition of the plant species scores weighted by coverage had the same importance to
precipitation in terms of explaining the spatial variability of AGBpeak across alpine meadow, steppe,
and deserts in the same study area. In another study, Wu, et al. [75] found that plant functional trait
diversity indices, i.e., community weighted means of specific leaf area and leaf mass ratio, are as
crucial as precipitation in controlling the spatial patterns of AGBpeak along environmental gradients on
the northern Tibetan Plateau. All the studies mentioned above have suggested that the structure and
functioning of grassland ecosystems can be evidently changed by specific responses to future climate
change, especially the temporal and spatial regimes of precipitation.
A third interesting finding was that the relative importance of each index of temporal variability
of precipitation on AGBpeak, in terms of the intensity, number and time interval of precipitation
events also differed significantly among the four zonal grassland types on the northern Tibetan
Plateau (Figure 7c). We found that the standardized weights of both precipitation events and intervals
were 40% higher than that of the intensity of precipitation events in alpine meadow community
(Figure 7c and Table S3). This result agrees with the fact that more frequent precipitation events
benefit plant growth in grasslands [76]. This might partially explain why increased precipitation is
more important than experimental warming on alpine meadow productivity in the central Tibetan
Plateau [38] and why herbaceous plants in alpine meadows physiologically unfold leaves after the
beginning of monsoon-season precipitation [40]. In semi-arid alpine steppes, the standardized weight
of the time intervals between precipitation events was lower, but the weight of the intensity of
precipitation events was higher relative to the other three grassland types (Figure 7c and Table S3),
which is partly consistent with the studies that arid and semi-arid grasslands are sensitive to the
size of precipitation pulses and can respond immediately to changes of precipitation [16,27,77,78].
However, whether plants of alpine steppe and desert-steppe communities can promptly respond to
altered precipitation regimes on the northern Tibetan Plateau remains unknown.
However, we also found that AGBpeak at the pixel scale was not as sensitive as observed in the
fixed sites to the temporal variability of precipitation, and that the pixels with sensitivity value >
60 accounted for only 14.96% of pixels on the study area (Table 3). The inconsistence of AGBpeak
sensitivity to temporal variability of precipitation between the site and pixel levels was likely due
to the edaphic factors and plant species composition at a very local scale because the shape of
the productivity–precipitation relationship varies considerably across study scales over space and
time [79,80]. The phenomenon that AGBpeak can be significantly correlated with precipitation at a broad
regional scale but may not be at a micro or local scale [14,25,79]. This explained why the proportion
of alpine grassland pixels where AGBpeak was significantly correlated with the total amount and the
temporal variability of precipitation was small (Figure 5 and Table S2). In addition, our trend analyses
over time also showed that significant changes in AGBpeak can be attributed to localized changes in
the timing of precipitation regimes at tiny proportions of alpine grasslands on the Tibetan Plateau
(Figure 8 and Table 4). Recent studies predicted that the spatial distribution areas of alpine meadows
and steppes are likely to shrink [46] under a scenario of decreasing precipitation over the Tibetan
Plateau [81,82]. However, the inconsistencies in precipitation–productivity relationships between site
observations and model predictions also highlighted the importance of a better understanding of the
effects of climate change on ecosystem function and service [83,84].
Last but not least, there still are some uncertainties in this study, (1) the AGBpeak-GEVI relationship
is not necessary to be linear because grasslands may nonlinearly respond to variations in precipitation
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due to the complexity in community assembly of plant species and functional traits [84]. Therefore, it is
better to develop specific models for each zonal grassland types with longer observations at more fixed
sites in the future; (2) the raster surfaces of the temporal variability of precipitation, in terms of the
intensity, number, and time interval of precipitation events should also be validated by independent
observations in a further study. The uncertainties of the interpolated climatic raster surfaces, as input
variables, may affect the model performance and the result interpretations; (3) the effects of livestock
grazing combined with warming and soil nutrient availability in open pastures should be paid more
attention in the future, even though it remains a big challenge to quantify and spatialize the grazing
rates accurately at a regional scale. Based on the uncertainties and discussions above, we finally
suggest a long-term multifactorial experiment with manipulated precipitation, warming, nutrient
additions, and stocking rates would be highly beneficial to determine more effective and sustainable
management of alpine grasslands on the Tibetan Plateau.
5. Conclusions
We explored the effects of the temporal variability of precipitation on the spatiotemporal variation
of AGBpeak estimated from remote sensing EVI datasets and long-term field observations. A U-shaped
relationship was found between the sensitivity of AGBpeak in response to temporal variability of
precipitation and the total amount of precipitation across the four zonal grassland types. This result
indicates that alpine meadow and desert-steppe might be more sensitive than meadow-steppe and
alpine steppe to altered precipitation regimes. However, alpine grasslands with sensitivity value > 60
accounted for less than 15% of grasslands at the pixel scale, and more than 60% of alpine grassland
pixels in this region showed no evident changes in AGBpeak from 2000 to 2016. Non-significant
decreases in growing season precipitation were found in approximately 48% of alpine grassland pixels,
while significant changes in the temporal variability of precipitation in terms of the number and
intensity of precipitation events and the time interval between precipitation events were found at
less than 10% of grassland pixels across the northern Tibetan Plateau. The space-for-time U-shaped
relationship between the sensitivity of AGBpeak in response to temporal variability of precipitation
and the total amount of precipitation and the RGB composition map indicate that the sensitivity
of AGBpeak in response to temporal variability of precipitation differs significantly among different
grassland types, likely due to the differences in community composition of plant species and functional
traits. More potential contributors—i.e., stocking rate, warming, and nitrogen deposition—should be
involved in a long-term factorial experiment for the sustainable management of alpine grasslands on
the Tibetan Plateau.
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